GARRETT COUNTY HERITAGE AREA
MANAGEMENT PLAN

10. IMPLEMENTATION
DESCRIBING HERITAGE PLAN AND PROGRAM
IMPLEMENTATION ELEMENTS FOR GARRETT COUNTY

IMPLEMENTATION
Chapter 10 of the Garrett County Heritage Area
Management Plan (Heritage Plan) examines the
implementation of the Heritage Plan and Program.
Implementation addresses action strategies for
management and oversight of the Heritage Area
by the Garrett County Chamber of Commerce, the
stewardship of heritage resources, the
interpretation of the Heritage Area, and marketing
and outreach. This chapter also summarizes capital
and non-capital projects in the Heritage Area (see
Chapter 6: Heritage Boundaries) and provides
action strategies for project implementation.

SOURCE: Peter Johnston & Associates

10.1: MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
As the Heritage Area Management Entity, the Chamber of Commerce’s main role will be to focus on four
areas related to the implementation of the Heritage Plan. This includes;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Oversight and Governance;
Partnership Maintenance and Development;
Program and Project Implementation; and
Operations and Management.

The first initiative the Chamber of Commerce will focus on is achieving official “Certification” for the
Garrett County Heritage Area by the state and ensuring local government support (amendments to
Comprehensive Plans in support of the Heritage Plan). Following this action, the county Heritage
Program will be established. Multiple strategies related to each role will be advanced simultaneously.
The sequence of business and management actions should be as follows:
Solidify existing key partnerships and build new partnerships (ongoing);
Establish the Heritage Entity organizational structure under the Chamber of Commerce and ensure
partnership representation with a Heritage Area Sub-Committee;
Prepare a detailed Five-Year Business Plan with the Maryland Heritage Areas Authority (MHAA)
including the designation of “Certified Heritage Structures” in coordination with the MHAA and
partners, once a Heritage Program Manager has been hired by the Chamber of Commerce. Seek cost
estimates from partners for projects;
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Prepare the first Annual Work Program with the MHAA;
Prepare and implement a Marketing Plan in coordination with the MHAA and Maryland Tourism,
which identifies specific actions to create a regional heritage identity and promote the Garrett
County Heritage Area;
Prepare a detailed Interpretive Plan that creates a cohesive Heritage Area narrative and assists
partners and stakeholders in the development of stories/themes, infrastructure and visitor services
and facilities, events and attractions, exhibits, programs, and projects, and other amenities to be
determined;
Monitor the results of the Heritage Program with annual reporting and adapt the Program, as
necessary, to capitalize on opportunities and address shortcomings (ongoing).
ACTION #1: ESTABLISH THE HERITAGE ENTITY’S ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
1.1: Acquire Certification of the Garrett County Heritage Area: The first task the Chamber will need to
address is achieving “Certification” of the Garrett County Heritage Area from the MHAA. This task
involves the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

County and municipal endorsement of the Heritage Plan (incorporating the appropriate reference
for the Plan in local comprehensive plans);
Heritage Plan submittal to the MHAA (achieving official Certification of the Heritage Area);
Establishing the Garrett County Heritage Area Program and oversight framework; and
Developing a list of Certified Heritage Structures in the Heritage Area for program benefits and/or
assistance in coordination with the MHAA.

1.2: Formalize Organizational Recommendations: Once the Heritage Plan is adopted by local
government and certified by the State of Maryland as the official Garrett County Heritage Area, the
Chamber of Commerce will need to formalize the organization including the task of creating a Heritage
Area Sub-Committee and support groups(see Chapter 5: Heritage Area Management). This task may
involve adopting and/or revising appropriate Chamber articles, policies, processes, and procedures to
accommodate the Heritage Plan and Program.
1.3: Initialize the Heritage Sub-Committee: As recommended, the Garrett County Heritage SubCommittee, under the Chamber, will be charged with Heritage Plan and Program implementation and
oversight tasks. This may require the following:
1.
2.
3.

Revising and amending the mission statement of the Chamber of Commerce to reflect its
expanded role as the catalyst and conduit for heritage preservation and tourism development;
Revising and amending the Chamber’s articles, by-laws, policies etc. to permit an expansion of
heritage preservation and tourism roles and initiatives;
Establishing an effective support group under the existing Chamber of Commerce Board of
Directors to oversee the Heritage Area Program;
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4.
5.

Hiring additional staff (see Chapter 5: Heritage Area Management); and
Increasing the scope and range of the Chamber in Garrett County to represent towns, villages, and
rural historic areas in regards to heritage preservation and tourism.

ACTION #2: PREPARE A DETAILED BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT PLAN
2.1: Prepare Five-Year Business and Management Plan: As required by the MHAA, the Chamber of
Commerce must develop a detailed Five-Year Business and Management Plan that addresses final
administrative organization, staffing, key partnerships, financing, and fundraising, etc. for the Heritage
Program. This is the first step prior to preparing the Year 1 Annual Work Plan. The Five-Year Plan will be
referenced for the submission of work programs and management grant applications to MHAA. The
Chamber of Commerce should take advantage of its private sector contacts when preparing this Plan
and ensure their inclusion in its preparation. The Chamber also should note funding leverage
opportunities.
2.2: Prepare a Year 1 Work Program: The MHAA will require the Chamber of Commerce to develop and
submit annual work programs based on the Five Year Plan. Annual Work Programs will be included with
management grant applications to MHAA based on the Fiver-Year Plan.
ACTION #3: BUILD EFFECTIVE PARTNERSHIPS
3.1: Plan Garrett County as a Heritage Destination: An effective and sustainable Heritage Program will
require strong grassroots support and broad representation (i.e., many stakeholders and partners).
Heritage Area leaders must have the ability to bring diverse groups together for common goals and
actively lead efforts with resources, time, and a willingness to accomplish things on the ground. In order
for partnerships to be successful, expectations must be understood.
Turning Garrett County into a sustainable heritage destination requires partners. The more partners
involved in the effort, the more likely it is that the Heritage Area will succeed. Partners will include local
businesses, civic groups, local governments, and a “friends” network. A key Chamber responsibility is
building partnerships. Operations of the Chamber of Commerce will need to expand to include
stakeholders and partners, who will assist with the Heritage Area Program. The following should
characterize existing and new partnerships:
The vision, mission (purpose), and goals and objectives of the Garrett County Heritage Area should
be accepted and shared by all partners.
The Chamber should define organizational roles, duties, responsibilities, financial assistance, and
management commitments for each partner involved in the heritage effort.
Benefits, received by partners, should be agreed upon beforehand to avoid conflicts.
Partners should be wisely chosen based on their own goals and how to collaboratively promote the
Heritage Area’s plans, projects, and image (Heritage Program).
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Clear work plans are recommended (i.e., Business Plan, Finance Plan, Interpretive Plan, Marketing
Plan, etc.) including strategies, deadlines, and timelines, etc. This is particularly true if site
development is involved (physical/capital projects).
There should be frequent and open communication lines between the Chamber of Commerce and
its stakeholders and partners to discuss changes, problems, strategies, and timelines. Therefore
regular meetings are needed to explore opportunities and issues.
Providing regular updates and reports (constant communication) helps to keep stakeholders and
partners aware of progress, goals and objectives associated with the organization, as well as any
organizational changes.
Always make sure that credit is given where due to partners.
3.2: Ensure Broad Partnership Representation: Broad public and private representation to facilitate
heritage preservation and tourism efforts includes the following entities:
Chamber of Commerce: The Garrett County Chamber of Commerce and its various affiliates such as
Deep Creek Lake and public/private entities, including local businesses.
Garrett County Government Representatives: Garrett County government, including but not limited
to the Garrett officials, Planning & Zoning, Economic Development, etc.
Maryland State Government: The Maryland Departments of Planning and Natural Resources as well
as the Maryland Historical Trust, the Maryland Heritage Areas Authority, and Maryland Office of
Tourism, representing state interests, where tremendous public investment in the county’s parks,
greenways, recreation areas, heritage sites and structures, trails, and tourism is noted.
Municipalities and Rural Villages: The Garrett County Community Action Committee (GCCAC) and
Garrett County’s eight incorporated towns, including Accident; Deer Park; Friendsville; Grantsville;
Kitzmiller; Loch Lynn Heights; Mountain Lake Park; and Oakland (county seat) as well as Garrett
County’s rural villages, including McHenry (Deep Creek Lake area) and Bloomington, which as all
Target Investment Zones in the Heritage Area.
Heritage Preservation Groups: The Garrett County Historical Society, Arts Council, and other entities
and individuals with extensive local knowledge concerning interpretation, historic sites and
structures, culture, arts and crafts, and archeological resources.
Cultural Themes & Linkages: Local and state entities connected to greenway/trail linkages, highways
and roads, and special highway/road designations to promote heritage tourism (e.g., Scenic Byways,
All American Roads, National Historic Highways, etc.).
Business, Economic Development& Tourism: Private business interests that are heritage and
tourism-related, such as accommodations, specialty shops, restaurants, interpretive centers etc.
The Heritage Area “Friends”: The concept of “Friends of the Garrett County Heritage Area”
describes a vehicle for generating local grassroots support for the Heritage Area mission and
networking among those who support and are interested in heritage tourism. The Heritage Area
“Friends Network,” may include citizens and businesses that support the Chamber’s heritage
preservation and economic development initiatives. It is a concept that takes advantage of social
networking tools (e.g., Facebook, Tweeter, etc.) as a means for cheap and timely promotion of
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heritage tourism and information dissemination to members about opportunities, such as
volunteering to assist in a partner-sponsored event or putting on a special promotion for
visitors, in the case of a business sponsor. The “Friends” may also be a network of unpaid
advocates and spokespeople that can communicate the unique heritage of the area, guide visitors to
sites and attractions and provide a wide array of services and facilities that affect the tourist
experience. Although the “Friends” may sponsor the heritage mission or pay dues, they will not have
the same status as partners, i.e., be eligible projects funded by the MHAA.
Other Organizations: Regional, state, and national organizations related to heritage tourism that can
lead to broader marketing and outreach efforts.
3.3: Ensure Continual Communication and Outreach: Successful Heritage Programs require an
investment in time, money, and resources from stakeholders, partners, volunteers, and friends. The
Chamber of Commerce should consider regular meetings with existing partners once an oversight
structure is created. The Chamber also should consider “meet and greets” with potential partners. This
means getting out on the ground and meeting with heritage-related businesses in the county to
introduce the program. The most important aspect of Heritage Area development and success is
galvanizing the private sector behind heritage efforts. This requires face-to-face time with businesses
and a quid pro quo to entice sponsorship.
ACTION #4: IMPLEMENT MARKETING PLAN
4.1: Implement the Marketing Plan with the MHAA: Working with the Heritage Sub-Committee
(stakeholders and partners) and the MHAA, the Chamber of Commerce will need to prepare a detailed
Marketing Plan and strategies (see Chapter 9: Heritage Area Marketing). The MHAA has a specific grant
for implementing a Marketing Plan, which is available every other year.
ACTION #5: PREPARE THE INTERPRETIVE PLAN
5.1: Develop Interpretive Plan with Key Stakeholders: Working with the Heritage Sub-Committee
(stakeholders and partners), the Chamber of Commerce should prepare a detailed Interpretive Plan (see
Chapter 8: Heritage Area Interpretation). An Interpretive Plan will assist with Heritage Area
development, programming, and projects. The Interpretive Plan examines key areas of focus for
wayfinding and story-telling. Interpretive planning is an iterative process that depends heavily on
partner involvement, particularly heritage venues (i.e., visitor centers, discovery centers, educational
institutions, museums, arts and crafts, etc.). Heritage Area stakeholders and partners must consider
what infrastructure and Heritage Area products may be needed in the future to develop the Interpretive
Plan to its fullest potential. The Heritage Area should base its program on prominent linkages and simple
but appropriate themes that will help make the history of Garrett County come alive.
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ACTION #6: MONITOR RESULTS AND ADAPT PROGRAM PERFORMANCE
6.1: Develop Ways to Monitor the Heritage Program: The Chamber of Commerce should be prepared
to quickly adapt to changing circumstances. Monitoring program performance will provide valuable
performance feedback. Changes and lessons learned will necessitate regular review of operating
assumptions. Developing criteria to monitor performance in the Heritage Area is critical for success. It
also is a state requirement under the Maryland Heritage Areas Program. The Chamber of Commerce will
be responsible for developing a monitoring system based on MHAA accepted performance measures.
The following is recommended for this analysis:
Employment Indicators: This includes developing a system that provides for the total number of jobs
at the inception of the Heritage Area (Year 1) and monitoring of these indicators for annual
reporting (Years 1 through 5). The Maryland Department of Labor and Licensing prepares annual
and month-by-month statistics for jobs in the state.
Accommodations: This includes hotel and motel taxes collected by the state comptroller’s office.
The Chamber also should work with local hotels, motels, bed and breakfasts, inns, etc. to acquire
visitation statistics, including length of stay. This can be accomplished through partnerships or
periodic surveys and polling. Any other detailed information on user habits and preferences that can
be acquired is recommended.
Tourism: This includes general visitation statistics, visitor profiles, admission and amusement taxes
collected, museum visits, parks and recreation area visits, etc. Information should be collected
annually however this is not always feasible. Recently, the Chamber of Commerce used the services
of West Virginia University to perform a detailed analysis of visitors to the county. Periodically, this
type of report can be useful to gauge tourism trends and patterns. The first study can act as a
baseline for the Chamber of Commerce to its Heritage Program.
Purchases and Sales: Much of this data is generated by the private sector in Garrett County.
Partnerships are needed to access this type of data, which includes retail, food services, resorts,
entertainment, rentals, etc. The state comptroller’s office may be able to provide some data.
Construction Activities: Most construction data can be obtained from government sources such as
building permits issued. The more important information is to gauge rehabilitation, renovation, and
restoration activities in towns in terms of heritage resources. This will require a strong partnership
with local government in Garrett County.
Private Sector Business/Job Creation: Business data can be obtained from the state comptroller’s
office and economic development entities and agencies operating in the county. The Chamber of
Commerce also may have data on business creation. It is important to distinguish heritage-related
businesses from those that are not heritage affiliated. For example, a new restaurant opening in an
old rehabilitated historic building is considered a heritage business. A new concrete or lumber
company is not.
Interpretation and Education: This requires a close relationship with interpretive venues to gauge
existing and new facilities and offerings. The Chamber of Commerce operates the Visitor Center in
Garrett County so data should be available for this facility and its services.
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Protected Resources: Monitoring preservation in the Heritage Area requires partnerships with
government, preservation and conservation organizations, and sometimes property owners and
businesses. It is important to note that Garrett County has extensive protected lands, being
preserved by the federal, state, or local government. Steps toward providing protection in municipal
areas not only includes the rehabilitation or restoration of historic sites and structures but also the
development of local plans, policies, processes, and regulations related to heritage preservation.
This includes the development of design guidelines and other standards, etc. sympathetic to historic
preservation.
ACTION #7: INITIATE PERIODIC MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS
7.1: Ensure Major Reviews of the Heritage Program: The Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors will
be responsible for periodic reporting and evaluation of the Heritage Program. Basic performance
evaluations should be performed annually. These exercises should be used for a thorough and vigorous
examination of progress. This includes a detailed review no later than Year 3 of the effectiveness of the
Chamber as the management entity for the Heritage Area. The evaluations should address successes,
partnership building efforts, ongoing issues and opportunities, return on investment, and whether or
not the Heritage Program goals are being met.
Table 10-1 below outlines a proposed Five-Year Work Plan and schedule for managing the Heritage
Area.

ACTION
Action #1: Establish the
Heritage Area Entity’s
Organizational Structure

TABLE 10-1: MANAGEMENT – FIVE YEAR WORK PLAN AND SCHEDULE
TASK DESCRIPTION
YEAR 1
YEAR 2
YEAR 3
1.1: Acquire Certification of the
Heritage Area
X

Action #2: Prepare a Detailed
Business and Management
Plan
Action #3: Solidify and Build
Effective Partnerships

Action #4: Implement
Marketing Plan
Action #5: Prepare the
Interpretive Plan
Action #6: Monitor Results and
Adapt Program Performance
Action #7: Initiate Periodic
Major Improvements
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1.2: Formalize Organizational
Recommendations
1.3: Initialize the Heritage SubCommittee
2.1: Prepare Five-Year Business
and Management Plan
2.2: Prepare Year 1 Work Program
3.1: Plan Garrett County as a
Heritage Destination
3.2: Ensure Broad Partnership
Representation
3.3: Ensure Continual
Communication and Outreach
4.1: Implement the Marketing
Plan with the MHAA
5.1: Develop Interpretive Plan
with Key Stakeholders
6.1: Develop Ways to Monitor the
Heritage Program
7.1: Ensure Major Reviews of the
Heritage Program
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YEAR 4

YEAR 5

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10.2: STEWARDSHIP ACTIONS
The integrity of the Garrett County Heritage Area experience depends on the authenticity and quality of
a region’s heritage resources (see Chapter 2: Heritage Resources). Therefore, one pivotal component of
any Heritage Area development strategy is preserving, protecting, and enhancing historic man-made
resources and natural resources. Stewardship is the means by which these resources are protected as
valuable physical commodities and investments in the region. This can occur through partnerships,
coordination, financial and technical assistance, planning and regulation, as well as other incentives.
Action strategies for historic resource preservation include the following:
Work with the MHAA, partners, stakeholders, and the public to define the county’s most important
historic sites and structures and designate these as priority resources;
Assist in listing important and identified historic sites and structures on the Maryland Inventory of
Historic Places (MIHP), if such resources are not currently listed and are worthy of such listing in
coordination with the Maryland Historical Trust (MHT) and MHAA;
Support the listing of resources as well as the formation of Historic Districts, where appropriate and
in coordination with the MHT and MHAA;
Employ the Heritage Plan’s detailed lists, maps, and inventories of heritage resources to assist
stewardship efforts; and
Consider preparing specific and detailed historic preservation plans for Garrett’s municipalities,
where appropriate and with local and state support.
ACTION #1: IDENTIFY AND ASSESS IMPORTANT HISTORIC RESOURCES
1.1: Identify, Evaluate, and Assess Historic Resources: Prior to establishing policies for assisting in the
preservation and protection of historic resources, the Chamber should inventory, evaluate, and assess
the most important resources in Garrett County (priority resources). First, determine where the most
important historic resources are located in terms of tourism, using the Heritage Plan as a guide (see
Chapter 6: Heritage Area Boundaries). Consider providing targeted assistance through the Heritage
Program for identified special resources approved by the MHAA. This includes examining their present
condition and relationship to the county’s broader goals and objectives for heritage preservation and
tourism (i.e. are they key resources, are they open to the public, do they assist tourism, etc.).
Working with partners, the Chamber should evaluate and assess heritage resources following this Plan’s
adoption and certification by the state. It is important to note that this process seeks to quantify and
qualify heritage resources to develop a list of priority resources. It determines issues and opportunities
in relation to historic sites and structures and advocates working with partners to develop effective
strategies to improve preservation and protection. This process should describe key resources based on
accepted MHAA criteria. This includes a process for how resources and projects are selected and chosen
based on uniform criteria and standards.
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1.2: Ensure an Accessible Inventory: Following the process of identification for priority resources, the
Chamber of Commerce should develop an “in-house” inventory. A good mapped inventory of priority
historic resources provides a baseline for policy and regulatory development as well as tracking the
improvement of such resources. Keeping this inventory “up-to-date” is important. This also can improve
future data collection and record-keeping for management. It also assists with measuring Return on
Investment (ROI). Resource surveys also offer an opportunity to showcase heritage sites and structures
to partners, stakeholders, and officials.
The Chamber should consider developing a special Geographic Information System (GIS) for heritage
resources based on data developed as part of this Heritage Plan (some data already exists and other
data can be developed by the Heritage Program Manager). This includes linking data with larger
Heritage Area initiatives (project locations, restoration areas, etc.). One effective way is to consider
using a spatially enabled database management system that can simply access information, pictures,
and maps through standard query forms. The purpose is to provide eventual Web-based interactive
maps for use by governments, organizations, property owners, and tourists. As an important and early
action strategy, developing such a GIS is recommended once the priority resources assessment is
complete.
1.3: Raise Public Awareness for Historic Resources: According to an analysis performed as part of this
Heritage Plan, using Maryland Property View to identify the year structures were built in the county,
there are approximately 2,103 potential historic structures in the Heritage Area. Approximately, 1,423 of
these structures are described as being in “poor condition” 295 structures are in “good condition” and
five are in “excellent condition.” Some 145 structures do not contain data. Much of Garrett County’s
historic structures are in poor condition (some 67%). This includes structures located in municipalities
and rural villages as well as the unincorporated areas in the county. In particular, historic resources
located further away from the tourism nexus of McHenry and Oakland are noted as being in poorer
condition.
In order to address this decline, the restoration, revitalization, and adaptive reuse of historic structures
should be encouraged in the Heritage Area. Where appropriate, efforts should be assisted by the
Chamber of Commerce. Some important conclusions regarding the state of historic structures in Garrett
include the following:
Historic structures are important for preserving Garrett's links to the past, particularly key character
defining buildings within the natural landscape.
Historic structures support the tourism economy, which is currently a large source of revenue
generation for the county.
Many significant historic structures have been lost with time being either ruined or demolished.
Many more historic structures in the county are currently endangered.
Adverse weather conditions, combined with the high cost of improvements, have left some of these
structures in a state of severe deterioration.
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Heightened preservation actions and initiatives are important to save what remains of the county's
historic resources.
Raising public awareness concerning the condition of the county’s historic resources is needed.
Therefore, directly interacting with government officials, organizations, and property owners is an
important stewardship strategy. The Chamber should consider renting a van or small bus to take
partners and officials on driving tours of the county to highlight the importance of preservation and
protection. Offer lunch or dinner and discuss the important topics related to heritage preservation and
tourism in Garrett.
ACTION #2: PROTECT IMPORTANT HISTORIC RESOURCES
2.1: Preserve Important Historic Sites and Structures: Garrett County has 22 historic sites and
structures listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). In addition, there are two “Historic
Districts” – one in the Town of Oakland and one in Mountain Lake Park, where concentrated heritage
resources are located. Communities eligible for listing as historic districts on the NRHP include the towns
of Grantsville, Friendsville, and Deer Park, in addition to many rural villages located in the county such as
Bloomington, Sang Run, and Crellin (see Chapter 2: Heritage Resources).
The Chamber of Commerce should consider the preservation of NRHP sites and structures and those
with state historic easements as priority resources. These sites and structures have local, state, and
national significance. To ensure this objective the Chamber should:
Work closely with partners for the continued preservation of key historic sites and structures.
Assist organizations and individuals to preserve key historic sites and structures, which may include
grant and technical assistance, low-interest loans, tax credits, planning and regulatory mechanisms,
and other local incentives (if approved by the MHT and MHAA).
Ensure that assistance is available for organizations, individual property owners, and businesses to
achieve official listing on the NRHP or MIHP, where appropriate and approved, and to access tax
credits and other Heritage Program benefits for preservation.
Ensure that key historic sites and structures are carefully considered as criteria, when selecting
projects for future funding (see Chapter 6: Heritage Area Boundaries).
2.2: Use Incentives to Enhance Preservation and Protection Efforts: Garrett County’s historic sites,
structures, and communities form the basic infrastructure or engine for economic development and
heritage tourism. Preserving and protecting these resources is critical. In order to accomplish heritage
preservation efforts, many federal and state programs can offer assistance. The Chamber should
encourage historic resource listings, where appropriate and approved. This includes individual listings as
well as historic districts. The development of an assistance guide is one way to promote the Heritage
Area. It can provide critical information on historic preservation assistance programs to local
governments, historic preservation organizations, and property owners. At a minimum, the Chamber of
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Commerce should provide information regarding the MIHP/NRHP listing process and, in some cases,
directly assist property owners and developers with this process if such listing will achieve the goals and
objectives of the Heritage Plan (e.g., assisting heritage tourism-related businesses and organizations).
Land trusts, Habitat for Humanity, and local developers seeking to rehabilitate historic buildings for
resale can be important partners (see Chapter 7: Heritage Area Stewardship).
ACTION #3: SUPPORT STEWARDSHIP IN TOWNS AND RURAL VILLAGES
3.1: Assist Historic Preservation Efforts in Rural Villages and Municipalities: Several plans have been
prepared to address land use, growth management, and preservation in municipalities. This includes
recent comprehensive plan updates and the Garrett County Municipal Community Legacy Plans. A
common theme in all of the municipal plans is preserving historic, cultural, and natural resources. This
appears to be a central community goal for all towns. Universal recommendations in the municipal plans
indicate recognition on the part of local governments that more must be done to sustain the intrinsic
characteristics of heritage resources. These recommendations include developing the following:
Historic district design guidelines to assist property owners in the proper rehabilitation of their
buildings;
New infill and redevelopment construction guidelines that are sympathetic to historic preservation
goals; and
A local façade grant program for property improvements in the commercial districts.
Partnerships through planning are important because these efforts build consensus. Compromise is
always the key to success. For the Chamber this means working directly with partners, the general
public, government, and community leaders and stakeholders. The purpose is to prepare consistent
plans. This will help actualize community visions for the future and the vision for the Heritage Area.
Some examples of plans having heritage preservation and tourism elements include community land use
plans (comprehensive plans, strategic revitalization plans, master plans, etc.); historic preservation
plans; design guidelines and manuals; resource conservation plans; recreation and parks plans;
economic development plans; marketing plans; and many other specific plans for projects.
Concentrated resource areas such as town and rural villages are important for preservation, protection,
and project programming. These areas are designated as Target Investment Zones (TIZ’s) in the Heritage
Plan (see Chapter 6: Heritage Area Boundaries). The Chamber should work with its municipal partners to
assist historic preservation efforts in towns because these areas have the largest resource
concentrations. Raising public awareness and providing assistance to towns, where appropriate, can
achieve many Heritage Area goals and objectives. The Chamber also should ensure a fair process for
project selection and project funding in TIZ areas. This may require having detailed historic preservation
plans first for TIZ’s, which can examine feasibility plans and/or engineering and design reports for
projects. The MHAA makes the final decisions regarding project selection and funding.
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3.2: Assist with the Development of Historic Preservation Plans, Policies, and Regulations: The
Chamber of Commerce may wish to directly assist in the development of specific historic preservation
plans for TIZ’s such as towns. These plans can outline preferred policies and recommendations for
consideration in regards to regulation. Tools for heritage preservation range from voluntary programs to
mandatory regulation.
Choosing the right set of tools is essential for success. In cases where little to no regulation exists and
property rights are strong, local communities may wish to rely on individual property owners to list their
properties on the NRHP or develop an incentive-based approach to heritage preservation and growth
management. In areas that wish to provide maximum protection, creating a historic district overlay zone
and historic district commission may be preferred. In some communities, a mixed approach is more
suitable to mandatory regulation. Mixed programs are the middle path, whereby communities opt to
create a local Heritage Program or develop basic heritage preservation tools that are less onerous than a
historic district ordinance, overlay zone, and mandatory Historic District Commission. These types of
approaches usually center on incentive-based approaches for property owners, but also can include
some guidelines and regulations such as infill and redevelopment zoning provisions, impact studies, and
design standards/guidelines, which are written into a local government’s zoning ordinance. In
combination with incentives, specific zoning controls often are used. These can include infill and
redevelopment guidelines; specific height, mass, and bulk requirements; or buffering requirements and
retention of landscaping to protect site features.
In many cases, impact studies can be required, such as archeological assessment plans, environmental
impact plans, demolition impact plans, etc. Impact plans describe how the developer or land owner will
mitigate impacts to resources. All of these types of approaches can be administered by a community’s
Planning Commission. The purpose is to provide some level of protection for heritage resources and
allow property owners to access the many benefits associated with preserving heritage resources. This
primarily includes federal and state tax credits. However, it also may include low-interest loans for
businesses and direct assistance grants. The Chamber should consult with the MHAA and land planning
professionals for this effort.
3.3: Consider Innovative Ways for Preserving Historic Sites and Structures in Towns: The Chamber of
Commerce, as part of its broader Heritage Programming effort, should seek to link heritage resources,
resource planning, and resource stewardship with interpretation, education, economic development,
and marketing and advertising. By working with partners, the Chamber can effectively design programs
that work to achieve the basic goal of the Heritage Area and the state’s Heritage Area legislation,
enhancing heritage preservation and increasing tourism to create sustainability. In this regard, true
public and private partnerships are needed because the private sector is the job creator and the
economic engine. Simply providing technical and financial assistance as well as general support to
government, communities, groups, and property owners can go a long way. In particular, the Chamber
should take the time to reach out to all those businesses involved in heritage tourism as well as property
owners that have important resources.
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Build a “Place” as Opposed to Just Building:
Considering the tone of recommendations
from the Garrett County Municipal Community
Legacy Plans, the most realistic expectation for
additional stewardship measures by the towns,
in the near term, is through design guidelines
and incentives. The purpose is to build a place
with a unique identity by preserving the links
to the past. In this regard, history, culture,
architecture, and social character are keys to
place making. The Chamber of Commerce
should directly assist in design efforts to
ensure sympathy for historic structures.
As stated in many of the Community Legacy
SOURCE: Peter Johnston & Associates
Plans, guidelines should be user friendly. This
includes a voluntary approach, appealing to the
average property owner and tied to a financial incentive program. According to the Community Legacy
Plans, as residents begin to understand the value of such guidelines, implementation can be mandated
through an amendment to municipal zoning ordinances. Places like Oakland and Mountain Lake Park
have National Register Historic Districts but have not adopted zoning provisions applicable to these
areas as per §8.01 through 8.17, Article 66B of the Annotated Code of Maryland. The Legacy
Community Strategic Plan: Mountain Lake Park, Maryland recommends that the town establish a
historic landmarks commission and seek Certified Local Government designation, which would require
that the town establish and maintain a qualified historic preservation commission, enforce local
legislation for the designation and protection of historic properties, and maintain a system for the
survey and inventory of historic properties. Thus far, no municipality has adopted such guidelines, much
less applied for status as a certified local government.
Consider a Wide-Range of Tools: The trick for success when building a place is understanding what tools
are needed for each unique area, including specific policies and/or regulations, funding for projects,
program development, etc. The Chamber of Commerce should assist TIZ areas to develop such tools.
Tools help achieve goals and objectives, taking it from a conceptual basis to reality through
implementation. One tool to a successful local Heritage Program is the adaptive reuse of historic
resources for community revitalization and economic development. In many cases, it is cheaper to
rehabilitate an existing building than construct a new one. A good example is the Cornish Manor in
Oakland, which has been turned into a very successful restaurant. Adaptive reuse plays a large part in a
community’s effort to maintain heritage resources and promote business. This could include turning an
old building from a house into a business, office building, museum, etc. A wide array of funding sources
can be used to “sweeten the pot” for property owners and developers.
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ACTION #4: SUPPORT STEWARDSHIP IN GARRETT COUNTY
4.1: Support Garrett County Plans, Programs, and Regulations: Land stewardship includes preservation
and conservation of the natural resources that help define the Heritage Area’s unique identity. It is not
the primary function of the Chamber to directly engage in land stewardship actions but rather to
partner, where appropriate, with stewardship groups to advance the goals and objectives of the
Heritage Plan related to stewardship (see Chapter 7: Heritage Area Stewardship). The following land
preservation strategies and plans can provide a blueprint for stewardship:
Support government plans such as the Garrett County Comprehensive Plan (Comprehensive Plan),
the Garrett County Land Preservation and Parks and Recreation Plan (LPPRP), and other county
plans, policies and regulations related to land stewardship.
Ensure that federal, state, and local plans are considered when determining the efficacy of
strategies for land stewardship.
Support government agencies in the protection of important natural resource lands, especially land
that provides for the preservation of large contiguous blocks in the county with high resource value.
Support the objectives of the state’s Green-Print, Open Space, and the Green Infrastructure
programs to develop a linked system of protected lands, wildlife areas, green corridors, greenways,
trails, and water trails in the county.
Support development of state and local government parks, recreation areas, and open space where
such offerings provide recreation opportunities for visitors and residents alike.
Support private and semi-public conservation organizations in Garrett County, where appropriate,
such as land trusts like the Allegheny Highlands Conservancy (AHC) and the Maryland Environmental
Trust (MET).
Support trail organizations and trail development in Garrett County, including hiking and walking
trails, bikeways, and water trails.
The key to the future success of the Garrett County Heritage Area is sustaining and enhancing heritage
tourism. This includes the protection of the many natural and scenic settings in which the region’s key
heritage resources are located. Protecting the region’s landscapes and scenic views is important as a
major contributing factor to the aesthetic, scenic quality, and overall character of the county that
attracts visitors.
4.2: Support Protected Public Lands: The preservation, conservation, and protection of land and natural
resources in Garrett County often directly occur through the public or private purchase of land and
structures for resource management. This is largely a function of government, and preservation occurs
through easement acquisitions. However, the Chamber should support efforts to protect land as a public
resource.
4.3: Assist in Preserving the Appeal of Scenic Byways: Scenic byways in Garrett County, and across
Maryland, seek to preserve distinct resources located along these designated transportation routes as
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well as providing important links by and between heritage resources. The purpose is to assist Maryland
tourism efforts and promote roadway safety and wayfinding. Much of the scenic byway effort is funded
through federal transportation funds and the program is administered by the Maryland State Highway
Administration (SHA). Land subdivision along these scenic roads is required, to the greatest extent
possible, to preserve scenic views and the rural character. Development sites will adhere to design
guidelines.1The Chamber of Commerce should coordinate heritage initiatives along Scenic Byways with
the SHA Scenic Byway Administrator.
4.4: Support Greenway and Trail Development: Trails offer important pedestrian linkages in the
Heritage Area. Trails provide access to the county’s scenic richness for residents and visitors alike. Trails
are a major tourism draw and consequently the stewardship of trails is important for the Garrett County
Heritage Area. Stewardship includes the management and maintenance of existing trails as well as the
acquisition of land for new trails. Some areas of focus the Chamber of Commerce should pursue include:
Supporting trail groups and other organizations. These groups and organizations are dedicated to
trail development and maintenance. Volunteers also are necessary. Groups like Garrett Trails, made
up largely of volunteers, make ideal partners.
Working with trail partners to implement the recommendations of Garrett’s trail plans (i.e. a
contiguous network system of trails, greenways, and waterways). Existing trails are mostly located
in state parks and forests and are maintained by different trail groups and volunteers. The purpose
of planning is to unite groups in a coordinated and unified effort to develop and sustain key trail
links. Future trail success depends on developing new connections. Of particular importance are
connections to the Allegheny Highland Trail System in Pennsylvania and Maryland.
Work with partners to integrate heritage resources and eco-tourism. This task involves such things as
physical links between the trails to the towns and heritage sites (Trail-Towns concept). It also includes
actions to enhance interpretation along the trails, signage and wayfinding assistance, cross-marketing,
visitor facilities and services, and e-awareness. Initiatives to achieve this objective should be coordinated
at the regional level, e.g., involving partners from Maryland, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. A good
source of guidance for a multi-jurisdictional initiative to link trails, towns, and heritage tourism is the
Great Allegheny Passage (GAP), a 132-mile system of biking and hiking trails that connects Cumberland,
Maryland to McKeesport, Pennsylvania, near Pittsburgh.
Table 10-2 below outlines a proposed Five-Year Work Plan and schedule for stewardship in the Heritage
Area.

1

§ 159.123 Development Abutting Scenic Byways, Garrett County Subdivision Regulations, June 2010
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TABLE 10-2: STEWARDSHIP – FIVE YEAR WORK PLAN AND SCHEDULE
ACTION
TASK DESCRIPTION
YEAR 1 YEAR 2
YEAR 3
Action #1: Identify and Assess
1.1: Identify, Evaluate, and Assess
X
X
X
Important Historic Resources
Historic Resources
1.2: Ensure an Accessible
X
Inventory
1.3: Raise Public Awareness for
X
X
X
Historic Resources
Action #2: Protect Important
2.1: Preserve Important Historic
X
X
X
Historic Resources
Sites and Structures
2.2: Use Incentives to Enhance
Preservation and Protection
X
X
X
Efforts
Action #3: Support Stewardship 3.1: Assist Historic Preservation
in Towns and Rural Villages
Efforts in Rural Villages and
X
X
X
Municipalities
3.2: Assist with the Development
of Historic Preservation Plans,
X
X
X
Policies, and Regulations
3.3: Consider Innovative Ways for
Preserving Historic Sites and
X
X
X
Structures in Towns
Action #4: Support Stewardship 4.1: Support Garrett County Plans,
X
X
X
in Garrett County
Programs, and Regulations
4.2: Support Protected Public
X
X
X
Lands
4.3: Assist in Preserving the
X
X
X
Appeal of Scenic Byways
4.4: Support Greenway and Trail
X
X
X
Development

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

10.3: INTERPRETATION ACTIONS
Interpretive facilities and events represent opportunities to partner with existing heritage organizations
in Garrett County for the purpose of telling the county’s story (see Chapter 8: Heritage Area
Interpretation). This includes entertaining and educating visitors and residents alike, while also
marketing the Heritage Area to the outside world. Action strategies will assist in maintaining the
integrity and authenticity of the Garrett County Heritage Area and include the following:
Working with interpretive facility partners and stakeholders to develop unifying Heritage Area
themes and sub-themes to improve the general interpretation in the Heritage Area.
Working with educational institutions to research the history and culture of Garrett County for
educational and interpretive purposes.
Developing the Garrett County Heritage Area, and its interpretive facilities and services, as a countywide heritage attraction that includes all of the communities and rural areas in the Heritage Area.
Maintaining the integrity of the Garrett County Heritage Area by strengthening the county’s cultural
traditions and the authenticity of the heritage experience in Garrett.
Recognizing and designate a network of local and related interpretive facilities and services from
primary tourist facility locations.
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Coordinating interpretation projects, programs, and activities between existing interpretive
facilities, and develop the current network of interpretive sites into a more cohesive set of tourism
information and visitation centers.
Coordinating interpretation and education between existing interpretive facilities and new heritage
venues within the Garrett County Heritage Area such as the proposed Transportation Museum
(Garrett County Historical Society) in Oakland.
Assisting in the development of specific interpretive plans, exhibits, displays, and other programs for
existing and new heritage venues that will effectively portray the “story” of the Garrett County
Heritage Area.
ACTION #1: PREPARE A DETAILED INTERPRETIVE PLAN
1.1 Partner and Support Key Interpretive Facilities: A detailed and specific Interpretive Plan, prepared
with stakeholders and partners, can focus on prioritizing the Heritage Area’s stories. It can support a
central orientation of sites as well as specific place-based interpretive venues like the Historical Society
Museums, the Chamber of Commerce Visitor’s Center, and the Baltimore & Ohio Train Station and
Museum. Interpretive strategies should focus on telling a set of related stories along the Heritage Area
corridor and node system (see Chapter 8: Heritage Area Interpretation).
The Heritage Plan recognizes that several key interpretive facilities exist. Such interpretive venues are
important visitor sites and resources within their respective communities and are critical for the success
of the Heritage Area and developing the Interpretive Plan. This includes the following, which are the
most highly developed interpretative centers in the county:
1.

2.

3.

The Chamber of Commerce Visitor’s Center: The Visitor’s Center currently acts the prime discovery
center for heritage tourism in Garrett County. It orients visitors to the county’s many attractions
and resources. It is located near Deep Creek Lake, which is the county’s primary attraction and
where most tourists visit when first entering to the county.
Spruce Forest Artisan Village, Stanton Mill Complex, and Casselman River Bridge and State Park:
Located near Grantsville, Maryland, this important set of interpretive facilities highlights Garrett
County’s association with Braddock’s Road and the National Road. This resource has the potential
to become a huge tourism draw for the county.
The Museums in Oakland, Maryland: Museums in Oakland, Maryland include the Baltimore &
Ohio (B&O) Railroad Museum, the Historical Society Museum, and the currently planned
Transportation Museum. Oakland’s historic downtown, an active arts community, and Main Street
businesses also are a critical part of the Heritage Area.

These three interpretive sites/areas, more than others in the Heritage Area, have the potential to
immediately enhance Garrett’s Heritage Area and heritage tourism based industry. They also have the
potential to effectively centralize venues and interpretation to market attractions to the outside world.
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1.2 Develop an Interpretive Plan with Stakeholders and Partners: The Interpretive Plan can be useful
because interpretation occurs at both public and private venues. Private operations such as WISP,
Adventure Sports, and even local restaurants and shops can benefit from a unified Interpretive Plan that
tells the true story of Garrett County. In addition, the Plan could offer a basis for local hospitality and
docent training at the Community College. The Interpretive Plan should be developed in concert with
key Heritage Area partners involved in interpretation, such as the Garrett County Historical Society, the
Friend Family Library and Museum, the Grantsville Museum, the Garrett County Arts Council, Trail
Organizations, the Garrett County Board of Education, and Garrett County Community College, as well
as identified private partners such as the Savage River Lodge, WISP, and Adventure Sports.
Interpretation should be a key focal point for the consideration of priority resources and projects.
ACTION #2: DEVELOP AN AUTHENTIC INTERPRETIVE FRAMEWORK
2.1: Develop Heritage Products that Support the Interpretive Framework: Interpretation and education
are critical aspects of Heritage Area management. In particular, interpretation is the unifying element
for Heritage Area development, whereby education becomes the product of interpretation. Thematic
development for interpretation begins with defining broad themes and subsequent sub-themes. This is
how the interpretive framework is constructed. This Heritage Plan provides an initial interpretive
program or framework (see Chapter 8: Heritage Area Interpretation), which can be used to coordinate
and market attractions. However, this framework may be inadequate, and a detailed Interpretive Plan,
developed with stakeholders and partners is recommended at a future date. Essentially, the Interpretive
Framework uses exhibits, illustrations, maps, guides, brochures, booklets, kiosks, physical site markers,
and other such heritage products to link history, resources, and Heritage Area development efforts (see
Chapter 9: Heritage Area Marketing).
2.2 Develop a Heritage Area Network System for Promotion and Communication: The most important
aspect of interpretation is linking existing sites such as parks and recreation areas, trails and bikeways,
the Baltimore & Ohio (B&O) Railroad Station, and the Spruce Forest Artisan Village and Stanton Mill
Complex, etc. Under this proposed Interpretive Framework, the Chamber should seek to:
Develop a network system (including a central database) of tourism facilities and services, heritage
resources, and interpretation nodes along physical linkages and within population centers.
Develop a comprehensive and interactive digital mapping system, which provides a link to the
database on facilities and services, historic sites and structures, and heritage tourism features and
attractions in Garrett County (including public sites, events, museums, etc.).
Prepare and maintain a historic sites map and brochure at the Garrett County Chamber of
Commerce that shows the location of Garrett County’s most important heritage resources with
interpretive themes to guide, educate, and entertain tourists.
Work with local partners such as the county, municipalities, trail organizations, historical societies,
and arts organizations to determine appropriate interpretive linkage locations and products.
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Develop a broad physical wayfinding system for the entire Garrett County Heritage Area that
includes historic sites, businesses, and other resources open to the public.
Assist Garrett trail and greenway organizations to link trail systems to the broader and more
cohesive interpretive framework and wayfinding system to enhance heritage preservation,
education, and tourism.
Prepare an interactive Web-based program with maps and other information on physical sites and
resources to assist tourists in exploring Garrett’s rich history and culture when visiting.
Develop interactive driving tours and a hardcopy/glossy guide for local and regional heritage
resources, arts and crafts, and other heritage-related businesses (see Figure 2-1 above).
Consider producing a large coffee table book of historic sites, structures, barns, and scenic areas in
Garrett County to promote the Heritage Area.
Modernize all Heritage Area information, offerings, and attractions for easy Web-access, which can
assist tourists, local property owners, businesses, organizations, and government.
2.3: Raise Public Awareness and Promote the Heritage Area through Interpretation: Raising public
awareness about Garrett’s unique and rich heritage is critical. It has the potential to aid in protecting
and enhancing local quality of life by conserving and promoting the county’s unique mix of historical,
cultural, and natural resources. The Chamber should consider developing and using the various primary
and sub-themes to tell the story of the county as a western frontier region. This may include developing
walking tours, driving tours, interactive exhibits, markers, and other interpretive media including new
digital and mobile-based technologies to present the “western frontier” theme. This also should include
identify and highlight indoor and outdoor interpretive opportunities.
Table 10-3 below outlines a proposed Five-Year Work Plan and schedule for interpreting the Heritage
Area.
TABLE 10-3: INTERPRETATION – FIVE YEAR WORK PLAN AND SCHEDULE
ACTION
TASK DESCRIPTION
YEAR 1
YEAR 2
YEAR 3
Action #1: Prepare a Detailed
1.1 Partner and Support Key
X
X
X
Interpretive Plan
Interpretive Facilities
1.2 Develop an Interpretive Plan
X
with Stakeholders and Partners
Action #2: Develop an
2.1: Develop Heritage Products
Authentic Interpretive
that Support the Interpretive
X
Framework
Framework
2.2 Develop a Heritage Area
Network System for Promotion
X
X
and Communication
2.3: Raise Public Awareness and
Promote the Heritage Area
X
X
X
through Interpretation
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YEAR 4
X

YEAR 5
X

X
X

X

X

X

10. 4: MARKETING ACTIONS
Currently, the Chamber of Commerce is the “Destination Marketing Organization” (DMO) for Garrett
County. As the DMO, the Chamber is the lead agency for tourism. It also is important to note that the
Chamber:
Maintains existing public and private partners, while constantly seeking new partnerships;
Receives annual funding from county government for tourism;
Acts as a central conduit for businesses, public entities, and tourism services;
Has an existing tourist facility (the Visitor’s Center at McHenry);
Maintains a communications Website with an extensive business database and links;
Has Geographic Information System (GIS) mapping capability to assist with wayfinding; and
Maintains administrative, marketing, and advertising specialists on staff.
ACTION #1: EXPAND THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE WEBSITE AND VISITOR CENTER OFFERINGS
1.1: Update Information Outlets to Include the Heritage Area and Program: The Garrett County
Chamber of Commerce’s Official Website (http://www.visitdeepcreek.com/) is the marketing and
advertising portal for tourism in Garrett County. From this Website, potential visitors can explore links
to details about the attractions that Garrett County has to offer. This key communications venue should
be used to highlight the county’s heritage and increase the traveling public’s exposure to heritage
attractions and events. In order to meet the needs of the Heritage Program, this Website will need to be
expanded to include pertinent information for tourists interested in learning more about Garrett
County’s history and culture.
An element of this task includes creating links to existing Web pages for the heritage attractions.
Partners and managers of heritage attractions should be consulted to determine how their attractions
should be displayed on the Website. Specific actions for this task may include:
Placing the calendar of events in a more visible location;
Expanding the calendar of events to include more heritage venues;
Posting periodic updates and news concerning the Heritage Area (possibly a monthly newsletter);
Setting up a separate counter to measure changes in usage of the Website heritage sections;
Encouraging partners to develop and/or enhance local Websites; and
Expanding the Deep Creek Lake Guide.
Additional brochures, videos and other promotional materials should be prepared and made available in
the Visitor’s Center building. A good example is the Deep Creek Lake Guide
(http://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/greatstate/deepcreek1112/index.php#/0), which does a fantastic
job of providing an online and printed source of information on area businesses, attractions, events, and
programs. This guide could be expanded to provide more information about the historic, cultural, and
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natural attractions in the county. Eventually, the Chamber of Commerce should consider creating a
similar guide to specifically showcase heritage-related attractions and events. With the template
already created and working today, this should be a fairly simple task and can be an early focus.
ACTION #2: DEVELOP THE GARRETT COUNTY HERITAGE AREA BRAND IMAGE
2.1: Develop an Official Heritage Area Brand and Slogan: Development of a branding strategy is part of
creating a unique identity for the Garrett County Heritage Area. Branding includes developing a unifying
image such as a logo, a slogan, or a catch phrase. These often appear on digital and print materials
including signs and story boards at interpretative venues (see Chapter 9: Heritage Area Marketing).
Decisions about effective means of branding, image development, and other aspects of identity will be
aided by developing a specific Marketing Plan (Years 1 to 2). Early focus should be the development of a
logo and slogan that can be placed on all materials created for public consumption. Production runs of
any printed materials or products utilizing the logo and/or slogans should be limited until final branding
devices are determined.
ACTION #3: ESTABLISH A PRESENCE ON SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES
3.1: Use Social Networking: Social Networking is a communications phenomenon, presenting
opportunities for the Chamber to establish and maintain links with partners and tourists. Social
networking venues may include, but are not limited to, Twitter, Facebook, MySpace, FriendWise,
FriendFinder, Yahoo! 360, Orkut, and Classmates.
The Chamber can utilize social networks as a means of communication with markets and partners. This
two-way communication device also allows visitors to share experiences among each other and with the
Chamber. These venues provide the ability to produce real-time marketing and promotion of
attractions, events and programs. These venues also can be used to inform visitors about attractions
provided by Heritage Area partners and goods and services provided by “Friends” of the Heritage Area.
Through the use of a Facebook page and Twitter accounts, all of these groups can gain exposure in the
virtual media realm. For example, upcoming heritage events could be the subject of tweets. These
social networks present an opportunity for increased market exposure, promotion of events and
programs, and even cross marketing (i.e. package tours) with other Heritage Area destinations. Specific
actions for this task may include:
Determining which sites will provide the greatest tourism benefits;
Producing several alternative designs for the site;
Preparing information for inclusion on the page; and
Promoting development of the page through other media outlets.
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ACTION #4: CREATE A “FRIENDS OF THE HERITAGE AREA” GROUP
4.1: Create New Partnerships in the Semi-Public and Private Sectors for the Heritage Area: Establishing
strong grass roots support for the Garrett County Heritage Program should be a primary Year 1
marketing activity. For example, the Chamber of Commerce could establish a membership program,
Friends of the Garrett County Heritage Area. The “Friends” network will form the program’s local
foundation and should include businesses that can benefit from increased tourism, nonprofit
organizations, and citizens that support the goals and objectives of the Heritage Program. A concerted
effort to meet with as many potential Friends as possible is warranted. One objective is to have every
business or service that supports, and may benefit from, increased heritage tourism be included in the
Heritage Area Friends network. Initial meetings should include a summary of the heritage initiatives
(handouts) and include a discussion of the ways Friends can benefit from membership (service
offerings). For example, a potential benefit for business Friends could be discovering opportunities for
cross marketing and mutually supportive services.
The Chamber of Commerce will need to develop appropriate educational hand-outs to give to Friends,
which include a list of services that the Chamber can provide. The Chamber also must be mindful of
how it can benefit Friends in its marketing and use of the Internet and social networking capabilities.
Building the Friends network will be an ongoing marketing task (Years 1 through 5). Initial focus should
be on small businesses (not already covered by Chamber marketing) and corporate sponsors. Friend’s
membership dues will help the organization become sustainable. Dues should be based on a sliding
scale, tied to the ability to pay. Potential Return on Investment (ROI) also is a factor for consideration.
Specific actions for this task may include:
Creating promotional and educational hand out materials;
Developing a list of potential Friends;
Developing an application fee/contribution schedule; and
Scheduling meetings including face-to-face “meet and greets” with businesses.
ACTION #5: PREPARE A MARKETING WORK PROGRAM
5.1: Prepare a Marketing Program: A key task in Year 1 is the preparation of a specific Work Program for
marketing. Consideration of a work scope for marketing should begin immediately. This effort can use
the Chamber’s existing Marketing Plan, which should also be integrated with any future marketing plans
for the Heritage Area and heritage tourism.
Guidelines can be provided by the Maryland Heritage Areas Authority
(http://mht.maryland.gov/heritageareas_aboutMHAA.html). The MHAA model will need to be
customized so the heritage marketing initiatives integrate seamlessly with the Chamber’s existing
marketing plan. This will require considerable thought about the tasks to be performed and areas of
focus. Specific actions for this task may include:
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Obtaining the MHAA guidelines for Marketing Plan implementation;
Preparing a draft work program based on the MHAA guidelines;
Seeking comments and suggestions of the MHAA;
Finalizing a draft work scope and estimating funding requirements and potential sources of funding;
and
Apply for marking grant and setting up a process for grant administration and management.
ACTION #6: DEVELOP CRITERIA TO MONITOR PERFORMANCE OF ATTRACTIONS AND ACTIONS
6.1: Monitor Performance for Marketing Strategies: Monitoring results from the implementation of
strategies, including marketing strategies, is critical for Heritage Program refinement. Measuring the
effect of marketing initiatives and gathering data concerning performance will enable the Chamber of
Commerce to adjust program priorities and determine return on investment. For example, a
documented increase in stays could indicate that an investment in promotion of bed and breakfast
accommodations in the county has been effective. A net gain in overnight stays over the previous year
could be quantified (in dollars) and compared against promotion costs to determine if the return on
investment is positive. Specific actions for this task may include:
Determining the most effective ways for partners to measure change;
Developing an information system to keep track of data;
Providing pertinent information to partners as feedback; and
Making changes to the marketing strategy based on findings from performance indicators.
ACTION #7: PREPARE HERITAGE AREA MARKETING PLAN
7.1: Prepare the Detailed Heritage Area Marketing Plan: Certified Heritage Areas must have a detailed
Marketing Plan in order to be eligible for state funding in regards to marketing activities (marketing
implementation). According to the MHAA application information, the Marketing Plan should include
information about the following types of activities:
Administrative activities;
Sales and Marketing activities;
Development activities;
Research;
Destination Resource Management;
Special Events/Promotion;
Publications;
Welcome Centers;
Workforce Education and Training Program;
Information Technology; and
Professional Staff Development.
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It will be important to involve key stakeholders and partners in the Market Plan process. Specific tasks
for this strategy include:
Obtaining grants and other funding;
Finalizing the work program;
Soliciting proposals; and
Commencing projects.
ACTION #8: UTILIZE AND EXPAND ON CURRENT MEDIA RELATIONS
8.1: Effectively Use Existing Media and Expand Media Relations: Establishing and maintaining relations
with media outlets such as newspapers, magazines, and television and radio stations will become more
important once the Heritage Program is established. While the Chamber of Commerce currently
maintains relationships with many of the media outlets in the county, it is important to establish an
understanding for the modified focus on heritage tourism. It will be important for staff to develop
productive long term relationships with media outlets that can promote heritage attractions, events,
programs, and projects. Make it easy for media to understand the goals and objectives of the Heritage
Program by preparing pre-packaged materials, e.g., a press kit, that can be used in conjunction with
periodic news pieces. Specific actions for this task may include:
Establishing contact with all local media outlets;
Preparing press kits and distributing them to all media outlets;
Sending periodic news worthy stories and inviting media to cover heritage events; and
Addressing a comprehensive media strategy in the Marketing Plan.
Media should focus on offerings including heritage attractions and events. It is important to note that
food-related products and services are a large underserved market in Garrett County with tremendous
potential. Media focused in urban areas should highlight Garrett’s unique food offerings like Zaiser
Meats in Accident or local agriculture wholesalers like Firefly Farms cheeses (see Chapter 4: Economic &
Tourism Overview and Chapter 9: Heritage Area Marketing). It also should highlight restaurants
particularly those with a heritage focus like Savage River Lodge, the Cornish Manor, the Deer Park Inn,
etc. These are unique food venues that can draw visitors to the area.
ACTION #9: ESTABLISH COMMUNICATION LINKS WITH REGIONAL PARTNERS
9.1: Create a Communications Network with Regional Partners: The fledgling Heritage Area can benefit
from the experience of organizations that have gone before it. Many of Garrett’s surrounding counties
such as Allegany, Washington, and Frederick have a significant focus on eco and heritage tourism. Some
of these initiatives are in coordination with other states such as Pennsylvania and West Virginia. In
addition, establishing communication links in surrounding urban areas like Washington D.C., Baltimore,
Pittsburgh, and Richmond will allow for more effective networking, cross marketing, and advertising. In
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particular, Western Maryland, Pennsylvania and West Virginia are rich in Civil War history. This includes
Antietam, Gettysburg, and Harper’s Ferry national battlefield parks. These areas provide key crossmarketing opportunities for Garrett County. Civil War history is one of the most important draws for
heritage tourism with millions of people visiting these areas every year. Entertainment areas in
neighboring states, such as casinos, also are cross marketing niches (Charlestown Slots etc.).
National organizations such as the Great Allegheny Passage (GAP) have a significant focus on eco and
heritage tourism through the development of trail tours linked to heritage towns that can provide
services, facilities, and trail heads. Heritage staff should take every opportunity to meet with these
groups and compare notes on successes and failures (e.g., at state and/or regional conferences). The
GAP is a 132-mile system of biking and hiking trails that connects Cumberland, Maryland to McKeesport,
Pennsylvania, near Pittsburgh. Garrett trail plans demonstrate the county’s desire to link all parts of the
county through a contiguous network system of trails, greenways, and waterways.
Informal networking with staff from other Maryland Heritage Areas may be useful. These venues
present opportunities to promote Garrett County’s heritage attractions and identify opportunities for
cross marketing. Groups and organizations to consider include:
Maryland Heritage Areas Authority’s consortium of Heritage Areas;
Maryland Office of Tourism;
Neighboring Counties;
State and federal officials;
State and federal organizations (Maryland Department of Planning, Maryland Department of
Natural Resources, Maryland Tourism, etc.); and
Regional conferences, events, trade shows, and other venues.
These actions should ensure that other regional organizations involved in heritage tourism are aware of
important happenings in the Garrett County Heritage Area, and that local staff are aware of the
offerings of other attractions in the region. Specific actions for this task may include:
Identifying groups and organizations offering useful assistance with heritage tourism development;
Joining appropriate regional and national organizations involved in heritage tourism development;
Preparing “road show” material as appropriate;
Determining proper communication means for each group and attending meetings and conferences.
ACTION #10: DEVELOP “OPEN HOUSE” EVENTS FOR THE HERITAGE AREA
10.1: Develop Regular Open House Events: Another effective strategy for increasing the exposure of the
Heritage Area is to host regular “open-house” events. The open house should include Chamber of
Commerce members and the Friends network. Other guests could include the media, tourism officials
from adjoining areas, businesses and corporate sponsors, elected officials, and residents and visitors
interested in learning more about Garrett County. The event could focus on communication among
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partners, education about heritage tourism, and promotion of the many heritage attractions in the
county. Specific actions for this task may include:
Determining a proper venue;
Contacting all relevant invitees; and
Promoting the open house through all currently established media outlets.
ACTION #11: UTILIZE EXISTING EVENTS IN THE COUNTY TO PROMOTE THE HERITAGE AREA
11.1: Promote the Heritage Area through Events and Festivals: There are currently a great number of
heritage events and festivals held in Garrett County throughout the year. These venues provide
powerful draws for tourists and present opportunities to market the Heritage Area. The Heritage
Program should determine the greatest opportunities for taking advantage of events. The same
promotional products that are being distributed to media outlets should also be made available at these
events. Specific actions for this task may include:
Developing a list of events/festivals, which are most relevant to heritage tourism (see Chapter 8:
Heritage Area Interpretation);
Determining the most appropriate products to promote at these events; and
Communicating with event coordinators.
ACTION #12: CREATE HERITAGE AREA PROMOTIONAL TRAVEL DISPLAY(S) AND MATERIALS
12.1: Develop Professional Travel Displays and Promotional Materials: There are a large number of
possible venues to use for a travel display. Many of the most popular sites in Garrett County are visited
by hundreds of people each month. The Chamber of Commerce should develop and maintain several
travel displays, which can be used on a rotating basis at these popular venues. The displays should
contain straight-forward, easy to understand figures and images depicting some of the most important
aspects of Garrett County’s heritage tourism offerings. The display also could utilize videos and
presentations as well as a simple learner’s guides about heritage tourism and how to become involved
in the heritage effort. Specific actions for this task may include:
Determining proper venues for the travel displays;
Determining schedule and rotation plan for the displays;
Creating a mechanism to monitor usage and effectiveness;
Developing each display with help from partners and marketing and advertising specialists;
Locating each display at attractions and begin monitoring;
Developing accompanying promotional materials (handouts, etc.).
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ACTION #13: CREATE A SPECIFIC HERITAGE AREA WEBSITE
13.1: Create a Specific Website for the Heritage Area: As part creating its own unique identity, the
Chamber of Commerce should create a Website specifically for the Heritage Area. The Website should
use a similar format as that of the existing Chamber Website. This Web page should include an
interactive map similar to the one available on the state’s Tourism Website and interactive map. This
task should be coordinated with state tourism. Familiarize partners with the benefits of the Website and
provide guidance on how partners can maximize its benefits. Partners, who have not already created a
Website, should be encouraged to create their own Website, which can be linked to the Heritage Area
Website as a way to promote their offerings. Specific actions for this task may include:
Creating the Heritage Area Website based on findings from the Marketing Plan, utilizing the current
structure of the Chamber of Commerce Website and researching effective tourism Websites existing
today;
Promoting the establishment of the new Website through the Chamber and Tourism Websites;
Promoting Website through established media outlets and other promotional materials; and
Updating the Website periodically.
ACTION #14: ESTABLISH A RECOGNITION PROGRAM FOR HERITAGE-RELATED ATTRACTIONS AND
BUSINESSES
14.1: Establish a Recognition Program for the Heritage Area: One of the Heritage Areas’ key objectives
is the preservation of heritage resources and enhancement of the interpretive venues. The most
prominent examples of partners advancing these objectives should be recognized. Create an annual
award program that recognizes partners and the contributions they make to the Heritage Area. Specific
actions for this task may include:
Establishing recognition criteria;
Selecting an appropriate venue for an annual recognition event;
Promoting recognition events through current media outlets; and
Developing a Web page/information section for this process on the Website.
ACTION #15: DEVELOP HERITAGE AREA PRODUCTS
15.1: Develop Heritage Area Products: Once the Marketing Plan has been completed, the Chamber of
Commerce should focus on heritage product development. Products may include such things as coffee
mugs, key chains, tee-shirts, bumper stickers, refrigerator magnets, window stickers etc. All products
should bear the Heritage Area logo and slogan. Specific actions may include:
Determining which products to produce;
Designing and creating some alternatives for each product and testing products;
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Putting the most highly desired alternatives into production; and
Creating the physical and online venues for purchasing these products.
The creation of “catchy” graphic materials can solidify marketing and promotional efforts. These
products are effective heritage marketing and advertising tools (see Chapter 9: Heritage Area
Marketing). They uses maps, color coded sections, and textual descriptions of resources and offerings
with icons to assist visitors. Be sure to make proper use of the Heritage Area’s brand image, when
preparing these materials. This step in the marketing phase can quickly become very costly if strategies
are not well designed. Make sure the brand image is visible in as many places as possible so that people
are reminded of Garrett’s special attractions so that people can quickly associate that symbol with the
Heritage Area.
Table 10-4 below outlines a proposed Five-Year Work Plan and schedule for marketing the Heritage
Area.
TABLE 10-4: MARKETING – FIVE YEAR WORK PLAN AND SCHEDULE
ACTION
TASK DESCRIPTION
YEAR 1
YEAR 2
YEAR 3
Action #1: Expand the Chamber
1.1: Update Information Outlets
of Commerce Website and
to Include the Heritage Area and
X
X
X
Visitor Center Offerings
Program
Action #2: Develop the Garrett
2.1: Develop an Official Heritage
County Heritage Area Brand
Area Brand and Slogan
X
X
Image
Action #3: Establish a Presence
3.1: Use Social Networking
X
X
of Social Networking Sites
Action #4: Create a “Friends of
4.1: Create New Partnerships in
the Heritage Area” Group
the Semi-Public and Private
X
X
X
Sectors for the Heritage Area
Action #5: Prepare a Marketing
5.1: Prepare Marketing Work
X
Work Program
Program
Action #6: Develop Criteria to
6.1: Monitor Performance for
Monitor Performance of
Marketing Strategies
X
X
X
Attractions and Actions
Action #7: Prepare Heritage
7.1: Prepare the Detailed
X
X
Area Marketing Plan
Heritage Area Marketing Plan
Action #8: Utilize and Expand on 8.1: Effectively Use Existing Media
X
X
X
Current Media Relations
and Expand Media Relations
Action #9: Establish
9.1: Create a Communications
Communications with Regional
Network with Regional Partners
X
X
X
Partners
Action #10: Develop “Open
10.1: Develop Regular Open
House” Events for the Heritage
House Events
X
Area
Action #11: Utilize Existing
11.1: Promote the Heritage Area
Events in the County to Promote through Events and Festivals
X
the Heritage Area
Action #12: Create Heritage
12.1: Develop Professional Travel
Area Promotional Display(s) and Displays and Promotional
Materials
Materials
Action #13: Create a Specific
13.1: Create a Specific Website
Heritage Area Website
for the Heritage Area
Action #14: Establish a
14.1: Establish a Recognition
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YEAR 4

YEAR 5

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Recognition Program for
Heritage-Related
Attractions/Businesses
Action #15: Develop Heritage
Area Products

Program for the Heritage Area

Develop Heritage Area Products

X

10.5: HERITAGE AREA PROJECTS
Approximately 92 potential projects were identified for the Heritage Area from municipal Community
Legacy Plans (see Chapter 6: Heritage Area Boundaries). Projects are critical for developing the Heritage
Area and enhancing heritage tourism offerings in Garrett County. Most of the projects identified in Table
10-1 are located in municipalities (Target Investment Zones) however several are located in the county
near the towns. These represent non-capital (programmatic) and non-capital/capital projects (design
and construction required). It is important to note that:
1) Projects do not contain enough data to generate a list for short-term, mid-term, and long-term
execution including missing data for feasibility, costs, and sources of funds.
2) Projects require more detailed data than is provided in order to be selected by the Chamber of
Commerce for funding and other assistance, which must be coordinated with the MHAA.
3) Projects may be added to or deleted from the existing list by the Garrett County Chamber of
Commerce, as the Heritage Area Management Entity.
4) Stakeholder meetings in Garrett County identified many other potential projects that have not yet
been described or detailed in this Heritage Plan and should be considered during the development
of the Interpretive and Marking Plans.
PARTNERS AND SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR POTENTIAL PROJECTS
Potential funding sources for projects are myriad including, but are not limited to: Community Legacy
and Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) from the Maryland Department of Housing and
Community Development; Maryland Historical Trust – MHT and Maryland Heritage Areas AuthorityMHAA (Heritage Area Funding, Certified Local Government, Museum Grants, Mini-Grants, Loans, etc.),
Department of Transportation-DOT funding; Department of Natural Resources-DNR (Open Space, Trails,
Environmental and Waterway Initiative Funding, etc.); Garrett County Chamber of Commerce and
Garrett County Community Action Committee Funding/Leveraged Funding (federal sources, Appalachian
Regional Council, Private Funding etc.); and Semi-Public and Private Funding. Estimated costs for
projects are not presently available and it will be the responsibility of the Chamber of Commerce to fillin costs for projects and determine feasibility during the preparation of annual work programs for the
MHAA.
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TABLE 10-5: POTENTIAL PROJECTS FOR TARGET INVESTMENT ZONES – GARRETT COUNTY HERITAGE AREA
ID

ACTIVITY

TYPE

PRIMARY

SUPPORT

TIZ

ACCIDENT PROJECTS (ACC)
ACC-01

Streetscape improvements/gateway

Non-Capital/Capital
X

X

X

X

X

ACC-02

Interpretive programming - Drane House

Non-Capital

ACC-03

Agri-tourism development

Non-Capital

X

ACC-04

Accident Farmers Market

Non-Capital

X

ACC-05

Historic District feasibility study

Non-Capital

X

ACC-06

Design guidelines (Historic District)

Non-Capital

X

X

X

ACC-07

Infill guidelines (Historic District))

Non-Capital

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

ACC-08

Façade grants

Non-Capital

ACC-09

Bike trail

Non-Capital/Capital

X
X

X

X

X

DEER PARK PROJECTS (DPK)
DPK-001

Town square site improvements

Non-Capital/Capital

DPK-002

Streetscape Improvements, gateway

Non-Capital/Capital

DPK-003

Flying Scot promotion

Non-Capital

X

X

DPK-004

Deer Park Water festival

Non-Capital

X

X

DPK-005

Deer Park Inn interpretative exhibit

Non-Capital /Capital

X

X

FRIENDSVILLE PROJECTS (FRI)
FRI-001

Parking facilities for rafters/kayakers

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X
X

FRI-002

River Access

Non-Capital/Capital

X

FRI-003

Trailhead at Morris Street

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

FRI-004

Kendall Trail improvements

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

FRI-005

Promote Garrett County Trails

Non-Capital

X

X

FRI-006

Expand Friendsville Days

Non-Capital

X

X

FRI-007

Record oral histories and walking tours

Non-Capital

X

X

FRI-008

Restoration of historic Mill

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

X

FRI-009

Information kiosk

Non-Capital/Capital

X

FRI-010

Events calendar

Non-Capital

X

FRI-011

Town brochure

Non-Capital

X

FRI-012

Web site development

Non-Capital

X

FRI-013

Tourism showcase

Non-Capital

X

FRI-014

Package attractions/coordinated marketing

Non-Capital

X

FRI-015

Exposure - tourism marketing materials

Non-Capital

X

FRI-016

Hospitality training

Non-Capital

FRI-017

Survey and National Register nomination

Non-Capital

X
X

X

X

X
X

FRI-018

Design guidelines (Historic District)

Non-Capital

X

FRI-019

Infill guidelines (Historic District))

Non-Capital

X

X

X

FRI-020

Façade grants

Non-Capital

X

X

X

FRI-021

Gateway improvements

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

FRI-022

Streetscape improvements

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

GRANTSVILLE PROJECTS (GRA)
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GRA-001

Survey and National Register nomination

Non-Capital

X

X

GRA-002

Design guidelines (Historic District)

Non-Capital

X

X

X

GRA-003

Infill guidelines (Historic District))

Non-Capital

X

X

X

GRA-004

Façade grants

Non-Capital

X

X

X
X

GRA-005

Gateway improvements

Non-Capital/Capital

X

GRA-005

New residential density guidelines

Non-Capital

X

X

GRA-006

Streetscape improvements

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

GRA-007

Wayfinding program/signage

Non-Capital/Capital

GRA-008

Sign ordinance

Non-Capital

GRA-009

Stanton’s Mill visitor information/gateway

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

GRA-010

Leo Beachy Museum

Non-Capital/Capital

X

GRA-011

Fuller Baker/Casselman Inn interpretation

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

X

GRA-012

National Pike festival

Non-Capital

X

X

X

GRA-013

Amish Country Driving/Biking Tour

Non-Capital/Capital

GRA-014

Sanctioned cycling race

Non-Capital

X
X

GRA-015

Hire events coordinator

Non-Capital

X

GRA-016

Develop marketing strategies

Non-Capital

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

KITZMILLER PROJECTS (KIT)
KIT-001

Streetscape Improvements, gateway

Non-Capital/Capital

KIT-002

Corridor Management Plan

Non-Capital

X

X

X

X

KIT-003

General store/interpretative center

Non-Capital

X

KIT-004

Market town's location along byway

Non-Capital

X

X

X

KIT-005

Technical assistance for museum

Non-Capital

X

X

X

KIT-006

Trailhead development/phase 1

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

KIT-006

- phases 2 and 3

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

KIT-007

Access to river

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

LOCH LYNN HEIGHTS PROJECTS (LLH)
LLH-001

Develop community center

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

LLH-002

Create recreational complex

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

LLH-003

Develop walking trails and trailheads

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

LLH-004

Connect complex to community center

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X
X

LLH-005

Improve gateways

Non-Capital/Capital

X

LLH-006

Streetscape improvements

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

LLH-007

Infill guidelines (Historic District)

Non-Capital

X

X

X

LLH-008

Façade grants

Non-Capital

X

X

X

MOUNTAIN LAKE PARK PROJECTS (MLP)
MLP-001

Historic Landmarks Commission/CLG status

Non-Capital

X

X

X

MLP-002

Design guidelines (Historic District)

Non-Capital

X

X

X

MLP-003

Financial incentives (Historic Properties)

Non-Capital

X

X

X

MLP-004

Streetscape improvements/signage

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

MLP-005

Improved pedestrian access

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

MLP-006

Restore the Assembly Hall

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X
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X

X

X

MLP-007

Promote heritage with events/attractions

Non-Capital

MLP-008

Corridor Management Plan

Non-Capital

X

MLP-009

Mountain Lake feasibility study (recreation)

Non-Capital/Capital

X

MLP-010

Trail system to connect amenities

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

OAKLAND PROJECTS (OAK)
OAK-001

Streetscape improvements

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

OAK-002

Water Street improvements

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

OAK-003

Façade grants

Non-Capital

X

X

X

OAK-004

Target façade improvements

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

X

OAK-005

Train station – Heritage Square

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

X
X

OAK-006

Pritts Building

Non-Capital/Capital

X

OAK-007

Southern States Bldg

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

OAK-008

Coal heritage museum

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

OAK-009

Historic Landmarks Commission/CLG status

Non-Capital

X

X

X

OAK-010

Arts/Entertainment District

Non-Capital

X

X

X

OAK-011

Expand trail system

Non-Capital/Capital

X

OAK-011

to Mt. Nebo

Non-Capital/Capital

X

OAK-011

to Broadford Lake

Non-Capital/Capital

X

OAK-011

along Rte. 219

Non-Capital/Capital

X

OAK-011

to Herrington Manor

Non-Capital/Capital

X

OAK-012

River access

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

OAK-013

Destination playground

Non-Capital/Capital

X

X

OAK-014

Corridor Management Plan

Non-Capital

X

X

ACTION #1: DEVELOP ADEQUATE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR PROJECTS
1.1: Develop a Sound Project Review and Selection Process: Project selection criteria, to be developed
by the Chamber of Commerce and the MHAA, should consider the level and degree of importance in
regards to tourism facilities and services. This includes whether they are open to the general public. It
also includes whether or not facilities or proposed facilities have or will have standard operating hours
all year, are easily accessible, contain comfort facilities, and provide trained staff, volunteers, and
docents, etc. The Chamber of Commerce should ensure a fair process for project selection and project
funding. This may require having detailed historic preservation plans for Target Investment Zones (TIZ’s),
which can examine feasibility plans and/or engineering and design reports for projects (see Chapter 6:
Heritage Area Boundaries).
1.2: Develop Detailed Project Sheets for Record-Keeping: Detailed project sheets for the Heritage Area
will be required at a future date. This includes planning for capital and non-capital projects and design
and engineering specifically for capital projects, where appropriate. Costs analyses also are needed,
including funding sources. Projects should be prioritized by the Chamber of Commerce and the MHAA in
Year 1. This will assist in developing annual work programs, which is now required by the state. In order
to ensure that projects are fairly reviewed and assessed, the Chamber should develop an internal
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process that leads to project selection and funding allocation. This process should be based on the goals,
objectives, and recommendations in this Heritage Plan, MHAA requirements, and partner expectations.
The MHAA has a process for project application to the state, which can be utilized by the Chamber. This
can assist with review and selection of projects from applicants in the Heritage Area. Information for
grants is contained on the Maryland Historical Trust’s Website.
1.3: Review Information Prior to Project Selection: When selecting projects, the Chamber of Commerce
should thoroughly review information from its partners, and potential partners, prior to making a
decision regarding selection. This is particularly true of capital projects. Examples of current capital
projects in Garrett with a heritage focus include, but are not limited to, the following:
The Transportation Museum in Oakland and
The Garrett County Exhibition Center.
Specific funding plans should be developed by the Chamber for its partners in regards to projects prior
to official selection. These funding plans should be part of the official record for those partners that will
receive assistance in the Heritage Area. One important project for consideration in Years 1 through 3 is
assisting municipalities in developing design guidelines and/or standards including those for infill and
redevelopment. The purpose of this effort is to strengthen community revitalization efforts in towns.
This includes historic sites and structures. The Chamber of Commerce should meet regularly with towns
that are listed as Target Investment Zones (TIZ’s) in this Heritage Plan (see Chapter 6: Heritage Area
Boundaries). Many capital and non-capital projects are planned for these areas and require significant
coordination. The MHAA makes the final decisions regarding project selection and funding.
Table 10-6 below outlines a proposed Five-Year Work Plan and schedule for managing proposed projects
in the Heritage Area.

ACTION
Action #1: Develop Adequate
Policies and Procedures for
Projects

TABLE 10-6: PROJECTS – FIVE YEAR WORK PLAN AND SCHEDULE
TASK DESCRIPTION
YEAR 1
YEAR 2
YEAR 3
1.1: Develop a Sound Project
Review and Selection Process
X
1.2: Develop Detailed Project
Sheets for Record-Keeping
1.3: Review Information Prior to
Project Selection
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YEAR 4

YEAR 5

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

